





Reconsidering the Attire for Night Duty as Depicted in the Pillow Book
Maki NAKAI?
Abstract
 The Pillow Book ?Makura no s?shi? of Sei Sh?nagon contains detailed depictions 
of the Japanese court at the end of the tenth century and has been one of the most 
important sources to understand the clothing and customs of the day. Yet, in many parts of 
the book, what is actually depicted still remains obscure, partly because of variations and 
corruptions in the extant versions of Sei Sh?nagon?s text, and partly because few other 
contemporary materials are available to help our understanding. As an attempt to enlarge 
our understanding of the text and the sartorial customs it portrays, this article focuses 
on several scenes in which Sei Sh?nagon depicts male attire for night duty. Making use 
of materials that previous studies seem to have overlooked, it suggests a possible new 
interpretation of those scenes. 
 One scene is that depicting ?the attire for night duty? tonoi sugata? of young 
courtiers walking in the snow. While this scene has been considered to be simply a picture 
of one snowy day, comparison with manuals for courtiers from a later period strongly 
suggests that this is actually a scene where courtiers are dispatched for a ceremonial roll call 
held on the occasion of the first snow of the year. The article also focuses on the contrast 
that Sei Sh?nagon draws repeatedly in various night scenes between courtiers of the fourth 
or fifth ranks wearing n?shi, a type of robe not defined in official codes, and those of the 
sixth rank wearing official robes. The existence of a rule that courtiers of the sixth rank or 
lower were not allowed to wear n?shi indicates that a clear distinction between the fifth 



























suggests that n?shi became a symbol of courtiers of the fifth rank or higher, which helps 
to explain Sei Sh?nagon?s repeated admiring references to this mode of dress in the Pillow 
Book.
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